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        This is to characterize the relationship between the algebraic function types of negative force and types of negative polarity items in natural language. The former are guidelines for exploring types and behaviors of the latter but do not exactly correspond. Free choice and negative polarity are argued to come from concessive constructions, revealing attitudinal, expressive and emotive aspects of language for argumentative goals and largely frozen forms in appearance.    
 
1. Introduction
   This paper is an attempt to characterize the relationship between the mathematical function types of negative force and various types of negative polarity items (NPIs) in natural language, paying special attention to the weaker type of NPIs  I  would like to express   my gratitude to Larry Horn and Anastasia Giannakidou, who commented on my presentations at the 1998 Salford Negation Conference and the 1991 LSA meeting, to Eva Hajicova (at the 1997 Amsterdam Colloquium), Greg Carlson, Manfred Krifka, Tim Stowell, Anoop Mahajan, Martin Hancoop, on various occasions, and to Naoki Fukui, Utpal Lahiri, and Jim Huang (at the UCI TEAL Workshop) for their comments on earlier presentations. I benefited from my recent co-work with Ed Keenan, Seungho Nam and Deaho Chung.   .  I will particularly try to show how free choice (FC) and negative polarity are closely related to concessive constructions and are in fact their  subtypes. The algebraic function types of negative force are helpful guidelines for exploring different types and behaviors of NPIs and FC items but they do not exactly correspond to natural language polarity, which reveals attitudinal, expressive and emotive aspects of language and largely frozen forms in appearance.    
         
2. Types
As for the types of NPIs, Zwarts (1990) originally distinguished between two types: strong and weak, as in (1): 

(1) 	a. strong type: ook maar iets ‘anything,’  bijster  ‘very’
                       (Dutch)   [with ‘regular negation’]  
     e.g. Niemand heeft van der regenbui ook maar iets bemerkt
          no one    has    of   the  rain         anything        noticed   
                 ‘No one noticed anything of the rain.’
 b. weak type: hoeven ‘need,’ kunnen velen/schelen ‘can
      abide/care’  [with ‘minimal  
                negation’ (wenige,  at most, etc.)] 

Then, Zwarts (1993=1998) and Nam (1993), independently, added the strongest type, i.e., a type of NPIs that are claimed to be licensed exclusively by overt negation, which is the strongest antimorphic function. This strongest type is theoretically conceivable but empirically not easily witnessed, except in extremely idiomatized adverbial NPI cases, as the counter-examples to their claim show in (4), (5) and (6):

     (2)   *No politician liked the performance one bit. (Zwarts 1998) 
(3) 	The men didn't like the performance (even) one bit. (modified from Zwarts 1998)
(4) 	Did you like the performance *(even) one bit?
(5) 	Before Mary ate (even) one bit, Bill left. 
(6) 	ne  pakke  nu-ka         ku    kes  -ul    ha-l  su  iss-kess-ni?
       you except  who-Nom that  thing Acc do    can would   Q
           ‘Who else than you can do it?’ (rhetorical question)

In other words, no in (2) is weaker than not or  n?t in (3), but overt negation is not the only licensor of the NPI (even) one bit, since a question in (4) licenses it. A question is a context in which at most weak polarity-sensitive items, if any, can occur normally, and pre-nominal negations such as no are typologically marked and do not occur in most languages except in some Indo-European languages. In another anti-additive context without, one bit is far better than in (2): (?)?They left without eating (even) one bit.’ Therefore, we must say that without is stronger than no in negative force but that a question sentence such as (4) and a before clause such as (5) are different and as strong as overt negation. The context of before is indeed very strong in other languages such as Korean and Greek but we cannot say a question is also so strong. Likewise, a very strong NPI pakke ‘except’ in Korean is licensed not only by overt negation but also by a rhetorical question, as in (6). A rhetorical question, however, cannot license another strong NPI series amu-to ‘anyone’/amu-N-to ‘any N,’ which is licensed by the before clause. A similar NPI sikka ‘except’/‘only’ in Japanese is stronger in the sense that it is not licensed by rhetorical questions. Krifka (1995) independently questions the strongest type for various different reasons. To take an example, the so-called ‘super-strong’ type NPI one bit is not definable in terms of algebraic antimorphicness: *It is not the case that Mary/the men liked the performance one bit.
      
     To see different degrees of negative force licensing polarity, let us first consider function types based on De Morgan’s laws on disjunctive arguments in (7):
    
     (7)  Function Types (Function on Disjunction): 
            (a) Monotone-decreasing: iff f(XY)f(X)f(Y) and f(X)f(Y)f(XY)  
                                                                                         e.g., at most
            (b)  Anti-additive: iff f(XY)  f(X)f(Y)                        e.g., no, before, every  
            (c)   Antimorphic: anti-additive plus f(XY)f(X)f(Y)   e.g., not    ---strongest

Hierarchically, the (a) expressions properly include the (b) expressions, which in turn properly include the strongest (c) expressions.  Let us observe entailment relations and instances of NPI licensing accordingly, in (8)-(17) below:
 
     (8)  At most three girls sang or danced. 
     (9)  At most three girls sang and at most three girls danced.
     (10) At most three girls sang or at most three girls danced. 
     (11) At most three girls sang and danced.
     (12) At most three girls have ever been to China/?*received any gifts.   
(13) kikkethaeya sonye se     myeng-i        amu  senmul i -ra    -to            pat -ass -ta
        at most        girl     three Cl        Nom any    gift      beDec  Concess  received
        ‘At most three girls received any gifts.’(Intended) (no stress on amu)

The monotone decreasing expression ‘at most’ and its counterparts in Korean and Dutch, i.e. kikkethaeya and hoogstens, respectively, show entailment from (8) to (9) and from (10) to (11). It also shows entailment from ‘At most three girls sang’ to ‘At most three girls sang loudly,’ as an order reversing function, X  Y)f(Y)  f(X),  and licenses the weak NPIs any N, amu N-i-ra-to ‘any N’ (Korean) and hoeven ‘need’ (Dutch). However,  ever but not any is licensed in this context in English, contra claims in the literature. In this sense, ever is said to be weaker than any.
      Let us consider a stronger function type.

(14) 	Every man who sang or danced fell. 
(15) 	Every man who sang and every man who danced fell.
(16) 	Every man who has ever dated any women knows the pain of parting.
(17) 	amu yeca -hako -ra-to teit hae po-n        namca  -nun ibyel
        any woman with Concess date experienced  man Top parting
        -uy  kothong -ul   al-n -ta
           Poss pain     Acc  know
           (Lit.) 'Men who have dated  any women know the pain of
           parting.’ 
(18) 	Most addicts' children with/who have any sense steal candy.
        (modified from Barker 1995)
 (19) Mechanics who have painted any cars *(in this district) know
         the difficulty of painting cars. (M. Gordon, p.c.)

The stronger anti-additive determiner every shows mutual entailment between (14) and (15) and licenses the same type of NPIs, as in (16). The Korean universal determiner motun?all/every? has the same effect. However, as in (17) in Korean, the generic expression with no universal determiner, restricted by a relative clause and followed by the Topic marker, licences a weak NPI [amu yeca -hako -ra-to] ‘with any woman’(ungrammatical with its strong version [amu yeca -hako-to] in Korean. Similarly, a generic restricted by a relative clause and further by a PP, as in (19), can license any in English. This kind of restriction by a relative clause or PP has conditional force with partitioning and reinforces generic quantificational topicality with uncertainty/arbitrariness in choice in a specific domain. Thus, not only the anti-additive determiner every/all but also the non-monotonic determiner most, as in (19), and generics in general  license polarity items in their head nominal (first argument) modifier position. The modifier position of the determiner any + Common Noun also licenses NPIs. The generic nominal and its modifier position in the generic Topic construction in Korean and Japanese is anti-additive The mutual entailment relation between (a) and (b) in the following shows the point:
     (a)  hankukin-ina  ilponin       -un     ssal    -ul    mek -nun   -ta 
           Koreans-or     Japanese    -Top   rice    -Acc  eat  -Pres   -Dec
           'As for Koreans or Japanese, they eat rice.' ('As for' has the same effect) 
     (b)  hankukin-  -un     ssal    –ul   mek -ko    ilponin  -to     ssal –ul     mek-nun-ta
           Koreans      Top    rice     Acc  eat  and   Japanese also  rice  Acc eat
           'Koreans eat rice and Japanese eat rice.'              . Similarly, grammaticality is obtained with restrictive modification in (20) below, otherwise the free choice sentence would be ungrammatical, unlike in an imperative where deontic modal force is obvious and the alternative choice set is contextually clear Barker (1999) shows seeminly related data in partitive constructions, i.e. (a) and (b):
      (a)  I met the [one of your friends] *(who works at the Salk).
      (b)  I met the [friend of yours] *(who works at the Salk). 
The partitive constructions are 'anti-unique' and do not allow for definiteness-marking, unless their denotations get partioned and specified.   .  Consider:

(20) 	You must dance with any gentleman *(you can find/who wears a silk hat/with a silk hat).

As mentioned already, every and its equivalents in other languages such as ieder (Dutch) and motun (Korean) are anti-additive but the NPI licensed in the head noun modifier of the corresponding universal/generic sentence is of the weak existential form in Korean and English. The weak form in Korean is composed by the elements in (21):
 
(21) 	Indefinite amu + N (+Postposition) - Copula  i  - Declarative
        -ra -Concessive –to

The weak form originates from the concessive clause construction, as will be shown shortly.  This form is used for Free Choice (FC) items and weak existentials. The strong form is composed by Indefinite amu + N (+Postposition) -Concessive -to, and is used in the contexts of negation and the?before? clause. Thus, we can notice discrepancy between a function type and an NPI type, as shown in the strong anti-additive universal quantifier context above. We also have already discussed that the strongest type of NPIs are often licensed not only by antimorphic overt negation but also by some other constructions such as an interrogative sentence and a rhetorical question. The adverbial NPI te isang ?any longer/more? in Korean is rather strong, being licensed by overt negation, ?before? clause, rhetorical question though not by real question, and negative predicates. But it can also be licensed by the conditional and the concessive, unlike other strong NPIs such as amu  N -to ?any N? and pakke 멷xcept’
.
     Sentences with ‘negative predicates’ such as refrain from, and refuse, and their corresponding expressions in Korean, samka-ta ‘refrain from’ and kecel-ha-ta 몉efuse’, and those in other languages entail negation of their complement sentences. Those predicates are also anti-additive and tend to license relatively strong NPIs in their complements in Korean and Dutch, even though these are not included in Zwarts' (1998) type classification and are neglected by Linebarger (1980).  Hoeksema et al (1995) for Dutch and English merely indicate their monotone decreasingness, without pursuing the relative degree or type of their negative force.  Consider the following mutual entailment relation between (22) and (23) and the resulting anti-additivity of negative predicates and the fact of (22) entailing (24) and NPI licensing in English (25) and Korean (26):

(22) Sue refrained from smoking or drinking. 
       (23) Sue refrained from smoking and Sue refrained from drinking.
(24) Sue neither smoked nor drank (though she wanted to).
(25) Sue refrained from drinking any longer. 
(26) 	(?)Yumi  -nun  te isang     amu/nuku hako -to sul masi -ki 
                      Top  any longer  anyone    with       wine drinking
        -rul samka           -ass   -ta 
        Acc   refrain from Past  Dec
        ‘Yumi refrained from drinking with anyone any longer.’

It turns out that negative entailment is stronger than negative implicature in licensing different NPIs. On the basis of the above facts, we can now see Linebarger’s  (1980) total rejection of Baker’s (1970) negative entailment condition in favor of her ‘negative implicature only’ is not tenable. In fact, there is a hierarchy of strength in negative force in a conceivable dimension, as follows:

(27) 	overtly negative proposition  > negative entailment > negative
        implicature    

Here, negative entailment is limited to the one triggered by lexically and inherently negative words such as negative predicates, without, and before (‘while - not- ’ entailed), not by simple logical manipulation like double negation. In Korean, inherent negative predicates such as eps- 'not exist/have' and  moru- 'not know'  have the same negative force as overt negation in NPI licensability. 

     Most linguists have been more concerned with weaker types and Zwarts’ original weak type was not weak enough and mostly covered by Ladusaw’s (1979) notion of downward-entailing or monotone-decreasing contexts anyway.  People came up with further contexts that cannot be properly treated by monotone-decreasingness itself. Such newly discovered contexts as Giannakidou's (1995) Greek and Rumanian subjunctives plus previously noticed but largely unexplained ones needed a more flexible function type than monotone decreasingness. This wider net is Zwarts’ (1995) new notion of nonveridicality.  This notion is also used by Zwarts to give a unified account of polarity-sensitivity and free choice.

     This must be a desirable direction of research. But some questions still remain.  First, what is the real motivation behind the phenomenon of all those polarity-sensitive and free choice expressions of various degrees? Second, is the condition of nonveridicality necessary and sufficient? For the first question, let me tentatively say that the motivation behind is attitudinal or emotive. It is rather pragmatic than truth-conditional. For the second question, let me quickly say that nonveridicality is not sufficient.  

     Zwarts (1995) defines the notion of nonveridicality, hinted by Montague's (1986) original idea, roughly as in (28):
 
(28) Let O be a monadic sentential operator. O is said to be veridical just in case Op p is logically valid. If O is not veridical, then O is nonveridical Eg., it seems, it is possible, Sue hopes. Truth-functional connectives likewise defined. Eg., In p and q, both p- and q-positions are veridical; in p or q, and  p if  q, both p and q are nonveridical. In p without q, the p-position is veridical and the q-position is averidical.  

     Based on the above definition, the consequent clause of a conditional as well as its protasis is nonveridical. However, only the protasis, also defined to be monotone-decreasing, though not without controversies, can license NPIs, if any. Nonveridicality is, therefore, rather superfluous in the consequent position for NPI licensing. For the protasis, nonveridicality is without question, even though its monotone-decreasingness effect must be adjusted in accordance with the meaning and illocutionary force of the consequent.  Here, 'invited inferences' (Geis & Zwicky  1971) can better explain conditional situations involved than pure logical (contrapositive) entailment relations. Consider (29):

     (29) If he gives a damn about his cat, he'll take it to the vet.

Linebarger (1987) employs the contrapositive entailment, 'if he doesn't take his cat to the vet, he doesn’t give a damn about it.'  But the invited inference or pragmatic implicauture, 'if/because he doesn’t give a damn about his cat, he won’t/doesn't take it to the vet,' is readily triggered and licenses the NPI. The reason why NPI conditionals are used as threats than as promises (R. Lakoff 1969) is that threats but not promises, the protasis is negatively-oriented. In the case of promises but not threats, the consequent is what the addressee wants and is positive, and its protasis is given as a contributing condition. If the protasis is given in a concessively minimizing manner, it can occur with an advice or promise. So, the problem to Heim (1984) and Krifka (1990) of ‘poisoned fruit’ in (30) is not a problem:

(30) 	If you eat any fruit, you will feel better. (Or If you go to Spain
        and get sick, ---.)

The monotone-decreasingly entailed ‘poisoned fruit’ is simply filtered out by nonmonotonic common sense reasoning (Lee 1997) or lexical semantic relations with its verb eat and the meaning of the consequent. The purpose of ‘(eating) fruit’ must be for nutrition and health (cf. Pustejovsky 1995) and there remains a matter of coherent and relevant relation between the antecedent and the consequent in an act of offer, advice or promise, not a matter of inclusion in the anti-additive or monotone decreasing ‘if.’ In ‘If you import any fruit, you will be punished,’ whether poisoned or innocuous would not matter, revealing monotone-decreasing effects. But contrapositive entailment rather than invited inference seems to be exploited in negative assertion (denial), which is different from volition-related illocutionary acts, as in ‘If I did it, I am a monkey.’    
 
    Nonveridicality as the weakest negative function still appears to be a promising candidate for    ing weaker NPIs. Then, let us examine seemingly most important counter-examples to nonveridicality: emotive factive predicates in various languages and quaisi-veridical contexts that license quaisi-universals-turned free choice items in Korean.      
  
3. 	The Weakest Type

II.1. Emotive Factive Predicates 
There is a range of data involving emotive factive predicates that evades monotone-decreasingness and also threatens even nonveridicality as originally defined, as witnessed in (31) and (32):

(31)  I am lucky that I got any tickets (at all)/to have gotten any tickets (at all).
      (32)  I am surprised that there are any tickets available.

These emotive factive predicates in English license any of the weak indefinite existential interpretation. Analogously, emotive factive predicates in Korean such as tahaeng-i-ta ‘lucky,’ nollap-ta ‘surprising,’ and huhoe-ha-ta ‘regret’ take the weaker existential NPI form amu N -i-ra-to, as in (33), but  those in Hindi take the same NPI form koii bhii, as in (34):

     (33)  amu phyo  -i  -ra   -to     kuhae -ss   -uni    tahaeng  -i   -ta The complex predicate tahaenguro yeki-ta 'regard as lucky' takes an object complement clause. 
        any  ticket  be Dec even  get      Past since luck        be   Dec
        ‘(I) am lucky that (I) got any tickets (at all).’ 
     (34) M khush   hun ki  mne koii bhii  tiket  kharidi  [the same NPI form used] (Hindi)
             I   pleased  be that   I      any even           bought
              ‘I am pleased that I bought any ticket.’

The above emotive factive predicates cannot be monotone-decreasing, since (31)-(34) cannot entail clauses containing some added specific expressions such as for Hamlet after any tickets. These predicates including be happy in English embed complement clauses of facts, even though they implicate the speaker’s expectation of possible negative facts, and Linebarger (1980) mobilizes negation, though in implicature, as a licensing condition. Then, because of the overt negation, they may have to belong to the stronger type, but they do not behave as such, not reaching even monotone-decreasingness. Therefore, even if we use negative implicature, it must be restricted to this weaker type, and this type must be distinguished from a stronger type licensed by negative entailment, as suggested by the hierarchy of negative force (24). For a more general explanation, we can say that these predicates are inherently linked with desire (emotive over  satisfaction of desire), which is a nonveridical functor that needs a set of worlds for its interpretation. However, lucky is slightly preferred to happy in licensing NPIs, seemingly because the former tends be associated with negative implicature more easily. Weaker NPI forms are licensed in these contexts in Korean and other languages. It is interesting to see any stressed in the above context to emphasize existential minimization. On the other hand, Greek, French and many other languages betray the expectation of some 'nonveridical' items in emotive factive predicates, as in (35) (Giannakidou 1997) and (36) (R. Billerey, p.c.):

      (35) *Metaniose  pu   efere      kanenan/KANENAN  mazi    tu.      
                regret-3sg  that brought  anyone/(no)one          with    him
              ‘He regretted that he brought anybody with him.’(OK in
                 English)
      (36) *Je suis content d’avoir obtenue quelque ticket que ce soit .                 

In (35) in Greek, the negative implicature ‘shouldn’t have brought anybody’ on the part of the subject or the expectation of a possible negative fact ‘he didn’t bring anybody’ does not affect the sentence so as to license even the weaker existential kanenan. Instead ka-pion ‘somebody’ must be used. The positive factive presupposition wins over the negative implicaure, particularly supported by the indicative mood indicator pu, not the subjunctive na, in Greek. In (36) in French, the emotive factive predicate content does not license any polarity items such as   ‘quelque ticket que ce soit.’ Japanese emotive factives such as ureshii 'happy' do not license weak existential NPIs, whereas Korean counterparts do, as in (33).  The weak NPI form  donna tiketo-de-mo ‘whatever ticket’ in Japanese can occur in the conditional clause (with -tara ‘if’). This kind of variation in NPI licensability of emotive factives among languages suggests that negative implicatures brought about by emotive factives are a weaker or different kind of negative implicatures. Even when we say that factives are veridical and thus constitute a counterexample to ‘nonveridicality’ condition for NPIs, we need some caution in the sense that factive presuppositions are far weaker than regular entailments seen in ‘negative predicates’ in assertive force. In the utterance ‘Mary denied that she was there,’ the inherent negative force in the predicate is so strong that the truthful reported speech act entails the negation of the complement clause ‘She was not there,’ and this negative entailment is more assertive than presuppositon. All these subtleties must be taken care of to account for all different sorts of NPIs. Giannakidou’s (1997) classification of them into ‘Direct’ and ‘Indirect licensing’ does not suffice and sometimes does not work. For instance, licensing by negative predicates is claimed to be ‘Direct’ but it is not clear why, and an affirmative rhetorical question carries a very strong negative implicature and thus carries out the indirect speech act of negative assertion, licensing strong NPIs in Korean and other languages. The adverbial NPI on earth (and its equivalent todaeche in Korean) can appear in rhetorical questions with negative force but it cannot appear in its corresponding negative declarative sentence. Then, on one hand, its licensing may be ‘Indirect’ in the sense that it is based on invisible negative assertion force.  On the other hand, it is based on the interrogative sentence form. In the latter sense, its licensing is ‘Direct.’    
      
      Other factives than emotive ones do not carry negative implicatures, and, therefore, cannot license NPIs.  This is true of Korean, English and other languages. Consider (37) and its equivalent in English (38):

  (37)  *Chelsu -nun [amu -i-ra-to  ttena   -n      kos   -ul] 
                  Top  anyone          leave Past  Cmp  Acc
      kkaetal   -ass   -ta
      realize   -Past -Dec
(38) *Chelsu  realized that anyone had left.


Emotive factives, but not cognitive factives, are sensitive to NPIs, in some languages. They express the speaker's emotive status of expecting a possible relevant adversative situation in close association with the established fact. This emotive attitude can be encoded as to be sensitive to NPIs in languages such as English, Korean and Hindi, but not in other languages such as Greek, French and Japanese. Cognitive factives are more conceptual and do not have the force of inducing such contrafactual negative implicatures to license polarity-sensitive items.  
     
      Emotive factives can be said to be veridical, since their entire sentences entail their respective embedded factive clauses. In the embedded factives, the weak existential polarity-sensitive items show the interpretation of 'at least some tickets' at the lower end (in quantity/quality) of the scalar model in a referentially opaque manner, in (31-34) above.

      On the other hand, various nonveridical predicates such as  'dream' and ‘seem’ do not license NPIs and they show that the condition of nonveridicality is not sufficient for licensing NPIs.  However, the nonveridical predicate hope shows at least partial licensablity, as in (39):

(39) 	%I hope there is any food left. (Giannakidou 1999 via Horn
          p.c., and S. Strauss, p.c.) 

A small number of  people accept (39), and for those accept it,  the uncertainty of the complement proposition of the verb hope, appeals, and it is negatively posed in the speaker’s attitude against a possibly negative situation in a concessive way and therefore licenses any. For those who do not accept it, the proposition is positively posed in the speaker’s attitude for possible worlds in which it turns out true. If the majority of native speakers come to accept (39), the verb hope will become polarity-sensitive in a historical change. The verb hope is one of the desiderative verbs  such as wish, want and desire. Desideratives as well as directives and epistemic/deontic modals introduce a set of worlds with respect to which their argument propositions are interpreted. They are thus intensional and their argument propositions are not true or not decided in truth at the time referred to by their functional predicates (Farkas 1992, Kratzer 1981). On the other hand,  the verb dream, as one of the fiction verbs such as imagine, fantasize and lie, is extensional and its argument proposition is interpreted with respect to a particular world of a dream, imagination, fantasy and lie, which is not the real world. Truth in that paprticular world is positively posed in the speaker’s  attitude and does not license any NPIs. Corresponding verbs in Korean do not license NPIs, either. In Rumanian and French, these verbs govern indicative mood, while NPIs are typically licensed in subjunctive complements.  

      Incidentally, the direct object position of the negative verb doubt/forget is understood to be an extensional/referential <e> type position and not allow an NPI (Krifka 1995, Hoeksema & Klein 1995). Note, however, that the same position licenses an NPI in interrogative sentences and in clauses embedded in another negative predicate. The restriction holds only when a positive assertive illocution scopes over such a negative predicate with the direct object position. Consider:

(40)   Did you doubt/forget anyone?
(41)   I doubt he has doubted/forgot anyone.

The nonveridical operators/predicates such as a question operator/predicate and a negative predicate denote polarity-sensitive propositional attitudes and their arguments must be at propositional level rather than individual level semantically and license NPIs within complement propositions. In a question as a possible set of (true) answer propositions, if the speaker poses the proposition rather negatively or in uncertainty, then the associated item becomes referentially opaque and turns out to be an NPI, as in (40). If the proposition is posed rather positively, an affirmative polarity item (API) such as someone occurs. In (41), however, negative enatailment forces there to be an NPI but not an API in the argument proposition. The claim for propositional nature is also supported by the following data:
     
     (42)  a. na -nun    amu -to  manna  -ki           silh    -e
             I    Top   anyone   meet     Compl    hate    Dec
           ‘I  dislike to meet anyone.’
         b.?*na -nun    amu -to   silh    -e
               I    Top                  hate   Dec
              ‘I dislike anyone.’                            (Lee 1996)
(43)  a.  Arabella disliked (there being) any food on the carpet.
                 b. *Arabella disliked (there being) any of their relatives. (Zwarts 1978) 

The verb lack, on the other hand, takes a direct object NPI, any sense of humor. This verb is claimed to take the property type <e, t> (like a predicative nominal) (Zimmerman 1992-93) or the quantifier type <<e, t>,   t> (Krifka 1995) as its object. Let us avoid the controversy over extensional and intensional here. Hoeksema and Klein (1995) rightly criticized the claim that it is free choice any. The phenomenon of polarity in general, then, can be said to be semantically driven in contexts of use, though syntactically reflected to a certain degree. The negative force and the indefinite existential combined virtually creates universal negation but not free choice. Then, why does another verb want, which also implies absence, not license an NPI? That has been posed by Hoeksema and Klein (1995) as a problem. The verb want is a desiderative and because its complement proposition is positively posed in the speaker’s attitude for possible worlds in which it becomes true it cannot license an NPI. Note that lack is descriptive and has negative entailment, whereas want does not. Instead, the complement of want is interpreted with respect to a set of desired possible worlds, as indicated, and as such, it licenses free choice in it, whereas lack cannot.  Some verbs corresponding to need, as in Dutch and German, license NPIs due to their evocation of the negative sense of absence, whereas need in English cannot evoke this sense.  

     Emotive factives are based on desire, which is intensional, and they can license NPIs in their  factive complements, if they are negatively posed and evoke negative implicatures despite their factive presuppositons, in some languages and in some group of speakers in one language.    
       
3.2. 	Quasi-universals and quasi-existentials

A universal-like free choice series in Korean (and Japanese) (such as amu-na or nuku-na (<-wh-form) ‘anyone/everyone’) poses a puzzle for the nonveridicality requirement . Some very weak hidden sense of permission/possibility modality licenses this type even in superficially veridical past tense sentence, as follows in (44):

         (44) amu-na/nuku-na       kukcang-e   ture-ka-ass-ta
         anyone/anyone(wh-) theatre   to  in-go  Past-Dec
      ‘(Lit.) Anyone entered the theatre.’ (bad in English, but some accept it with ‘just anyone’)
  (45) Yumi-nun  amu-hako-na/nuku-hako-na aksuhae-ss-ta
                    Top  anyone with   whosoever with shook hands
          'Yumi shook hands with anybody.'    
  (46) ??amu-na/ ?nuku-na  neme-ci-ess-ta    
           anyone                  fell
         ‘(Lit.) Anyone fell.’ (very bad in English)
  (47)  *Yumi-nun uyenhi       amu –na/nuku –na  putichi    –ess –ta
                     Top by accident  anyone                    bump into Past Dec
           'Yumi bumped into anyne.'  

Example (46), lacking the modality of permission/possibility or even volition/intention, is  odd. Sentence (44), on the other hand, is all right with a slight sense of  modality (Anyone was permitted to/could enter the theater). This interpretation is facilitated by the social convention of entering the theater with permission in Korea. This universal-like form in Korean is formed by amu-/nuku-(Indef) + -na(Disjunction) and is independent of strong and weak NPI forms which cannot occur in past ('veridical') contexts. As in (45), if the transitive verb is volitional, then the quasi-universal form can be used, and if non-volitinal, then the form cannot be licensed, as shown in (47). 

       In this connection, consider (48) and (49) in English, in parallel:  

       (48) ?*Mary would bump into any student who is in the hall.
       (49)  Mary would shake hands with any student who is in the hall.

The sentence is odd with non-intentional bump into in (48), whereas it is all right with intentional shake hands with in (49).  This distinction shows that Dayal’s (1998) argument does not suffice.   In Japanese, the same form as an NPI but with stress is used almost as a universal quantifier but it seems still slightly odd in modality lacking contexts, as in (50):

       (50) (?)?dare           -mo (-ga)       ochita  Quite a few native speakers do not feel the difference between (46) and (47) in grammaticality but speakers such as Yuki Ono feel the difference. Ono feels some hidden modality of ?--- impossible not to fall? for its interpretation. 
 
 The mutual entailment relation between (a) and (b) in the following shows the point:
     (a)  hankukin-ina  ilponin       -un     ssal    –ul   mek -nun    –ta 
           Koreans  or Japanese Top  rice Acc eat  Pres Dec
           'As for Koreans or Japanese, they eat rice.' ('As for' has the same effect) 
    (b)  hankukin-  -un     ssal    –ul   mek -ko    ilponin  -to     ssal –ul     mek-nun-ta
           Koreans      Top    rice     Acc  eat  and   Japanese also  rice  Acc eat
             'Koreans eat rice and Japanese eat rice.'              
Barker (1999) shows seeminly related data in partitive constructions, i.e. (a) and (b):
     (a) I met the [one of your friends] *(who works at the Salk).
     (b) I met the [friend of yours] *(who works at the Salk). 
 The partitive constructions are 'anti-unique' and do not allow for definiteness-marking, unless their denotations     get partioned and specified.   
The complex predicate tahaenguro yeki-ta 'regard as lucky' takes an object complement clause. 
Quite a few native speakers do not feel the difference between (46) and (47) in grammaticality but speakers such as Yuki Ono feel the difference. Ono feels some hidden modality of ?--- impossible not to fall? for its interpretation.      
                 who(Indef) -ever  Nom     fell   
                ‘(Lit.) Whoever/Anyone fell.’
       (51)  dare           -mo (-ga)       dekita       
               who(Indef) -ever  Nom    could do
              ‘(Lit.) Anyone could do it.’
       (52) ?* Mary-wa   dono/donna              gakusei –ni  -mo    butsukatta
                             Top whatever/whichever student  into Conc  bumped 
               ‘Mary bumped into whatever/whichever student.’
       (53)  Mary-wa dono/donna              gakusei –to      -mo      akushushita
               Top whatever/whichever student with Conc  shook hands 
             ‘Mary shook hands with whatever/whichever student.’

The same form is more natural in a modal context such as (51) and in a volition context such as (53) even in the past tense. The unstressed form dare-mo is used as an NPI in Japanese.  

      Those universal-like forms in Korean and Japanese are presumably based on the original FC forms but have undergone a historical change and now can be used in the past tense contexts of hidden modality or volition (as opposed unaccusativity). If they are in the subject position, they need hidden modality, and if they occur in the non-subject position of a transitive sentence, they need volition in the transitive verb. Then, how can we explain their preferring modal contexts and the preferable hidden modality and volition interpretation (plus indiscriminacy: amu-na, distributivity: nuku-na and dare-mo) even in the past tense contexts? Zwarts himself (1995) illustrates oit ‘once’ as a polarity-sensitive item along with a late development of the same form as a non-sensitive item in Dutch. The given definition of nonveridicality as it is cannot solve the cases of hidden modality and volition in the past tense sentences denoting established facts.     

4. 	Concessives

        All the natural language free choice and negative polarity items can be uniformly explained on the basis of indefiniteness and concession cross-linguistically. Typically, a concessive clause ends with -to 'even though' in Korean and -mo 'even though' in Japanese, and 'wh- -ever --- may --’ in English. It contains a wh-indefinite and emphasizes the arbitrariness of choice in its possible alternative referents or events. Giving options with indefinites to the addressee likewise constitutes concession.  Therefore, Take any/whatever is not an order but an offer (Vendler 1967), unlike other imperatives such as Take every---. Specifically, it is the gesture of making a concession either way, i.e., in the direction of  ‘offering a challenge’ in the sense of Vendler (1967) for any in distinction with every, or in the direction of ‘begging,’ as I call it, to bring about the weak indefinite existential interpretation. 

        The challenge or betting type has either the universal negation force or the free choice/generic interpretation.  This concession strategy can be understood in some game-theoretical way. In the study of argumentation, concessions, exemplified by axioms/principles, presumptions and ‘free concessions,’ are opposed to substantive commitments or assertions (Krabbe 1999). It is, I would say, to take one step back (retraction, concession) to take two steps forward. For the universal quantifier every, a challenge comes from the Falsifier, let's say, the addressee, and he can win by giving a single instance of counterexample, while the Verifier’s role is too tough. But in the case of any, the challenge is by the speaker and it is to someone else and to some previous utterance or implicature or at least the speaker’s apprehension in the context. For the generic use of free choice any, there may be a few permissible or legitimate exceptions, and, it is closer to a generic than to a universal quantifier. Therefore, a counterexample may not quite falsify a statement with any in this situation. However, if the speaker emphasizes the arbitrariness of choice and maximizes the alternative choice set, any and its correspondents in other languages get the universal force. Hence, betting/challenge.  The determiner every can have a (simultaneous) group reading but any cannot. For any, each individual in the alternative set is considered in turn.  The universal negation reading of [not ---any], with negation wide scope in logical form, also has the arbitrariness or liberty of choice in existentially represented any. The force of negation is so strong that the arbitrariness of choice is not emphasized by stress in some languages such as Japanese.  In languages such as English and Korean, emphasis by stress is optional, and in languages such as Greek, existentially represented NPIs within the scope of negation are emphatically stressed. Alternative elements are exhaustively negated. This is why the strong type is included in the betting type. But stressed or not, their truth-conditions do not change. However arbitrarily the denotation of the existential variable may be chosen, the universal negation reading remains constant. In that sense, those NPIs that occur with negation and negative predicates, logically  represented as existential quantifiers, are strong. Naturally, they take the strong NPI form in Korean and Greek. You can choose whatever you like (this part is giving up, admitting, or making a concession), and it is not the case (this part is my substantive commitment). The common factor of the betting type NPIs, whether strong or FC, is, therefore, exhaustivity or universality.    
      
     The begging  type, on the other hand, is employed when the speaker does not dare to bet on exhaustivity/maximization in choice but decides to be cautious and remain at the level of minimization in choice. He is begging and will be satisfied with some minimum alternative element or other in choice. In Korean, the weaker form is used for this situation as well as for FC items.    
        
     Now let us turn to how polarity comes from the concessive construction and how it prototypically comes from the wh-indefinite forms cross-linguistically. Consider the following discourse consisting of question (54) or (56) and answer (57). In (54), the wh-question word nu ‘who’ is licensed in the conditional clause, and in (55), the same wh-question word nu is licensed in the embedded subject complement clause. These embedded clauses are not islands in Korean, since Korean is a wh-in-situ language. These question words are licensed by the [+wh-] Q morpheme (otherwise the same nu- is interpreted as indefinite personal pronoun ‘someone’ under the scope of the yes/no Q, with a rising intonation as in English). In (56a), on the other hand, the same indefinite morpheme nu-, with an emphatic stress, is interpreted as an arbitrary choice wh-indefinite in the concessive construction. Observe:  
 
     (54) nu    -ka     o      -myen    coh   -kess    -ni?
  who   Nom   come    if       good  would   Q
                 Lit. ‘If who comes, would it be good?’ (In English, a conditional clause is a wh- island.)
     (55) nu    -ka     o      -nun kes      -i        coh  -kess     -ni?
who   Nom   come    Compl   Nom  good  would   Q
   ‘Whose visit (‘for whom to come’) would be good?’
    (In English, a complement clause is another wh- island.)   
     (56) a. nu                   /amu     -ka       o         -a –to         coh  -ta
     who-indefinite  anyone  Nom   come   Concessive good  Dec
‘Whoever may come (or Whoever comes) is OK.’
    b. dare                   -ga     ki       -te -mo          ii     -desu (Japanese)
                     who-indefinite   Nom   come   Concessive  good   Dec 
                     ‘Whoever may come (or Whoever comes) is OK.’

The sentences with a concessive construction like (56a) in Korean and (56b) in Japanese constitute constructions of deontic modality of permission, with the appropriate modal predicates such as ‘OK,’ ‘must,’ or ‘doesn’t matter.’ In the concessive –to/-mo clause, multiple wh-form indefinites can occur, all of which get universal force. This kind of concessive expression with something like ‘even if,’ ‘although,’ or ‘wh-ever’ has a proposition with a normative conditional as a conventional implicature behind. For instance, a conditional proposition such as ‘If a persona non grata comes, it is not OK’ (forbidding) (Lee 1980) is behind. Concessive sentences include both factual and modal ones. For instance, the sentence ‘Although a beggar came, Yumi welcomed him’ is a factual concessive, whereas the English translation in (56) is a non-factual, modal concessive, with an arbitrary choice wh-indefinite in it. Free choice items (including generic-like ones) come from concessive constructions but are changed from their clausal to nominal status, being more restricted to modal/atemporal/uncertainty contexts. Concessive clauses are reduced via grammaticalization to nominal FC items, though retaining the trace of a clause, particularly in Korean as in (57) (from a subject-less copulative concessive S, with a hypothetical flavor) and similarly in Japanese, as in (58). Canadian French also shows the form of concessive construction in free choice and negative polarity, as in (59) (Larrivee and Lee 1997). Observe:

(57)   [[nuku               -i       -ra]      -to]                     coh   -ta      (Korean)
          who-indef         be      Dec      Concessive        good  Dec
             ‘Whoever that may be is OK.’  (predicate of deontic modality of permission)
(58)     dare               -de                  -mo                      ii      desu      (Japanese)
           who-indef        be                 Concessive          good  Dec
               ?Whoever that may be is OK.?  (predicate of deontic modality of permission)
    (59)    Parlez-un a [qui  que ce soit]   (French)
              'Say it to whosoever (anyone).'

In Korean, in addition to FC items coming from the wh-indefinite concessive construction, there are FC items coming from the amu ‘any(one)’-indefinite concessive construction, as in (56a), unlike in Japanese. Likewise, nuku ‘who-indefinite? in (57) can be replaced by amu ‘any(one)’-indefinite, which is widely used just like any in English. There is no meaning difference between the two series of FC items but the wh-indefinite series give the impression of considering individuals more specifically one by one in turn, though arbitrary individuals are meant in both series. The wh-indefinite FC forms are productive in the above and most other languages by means of the form [wh-indefinite + Common Noun]. For instance, the ‘who-indefinite’ form in the subject part of (57) and (58) (and similarly (59)) can be replaced by the form [wh-indefinite + Common Noun], as follows:
     
 (60) [[etten/musun/amu  ton  -i  -ra]     -to]   coh   -ta      (Korean)
          what-indef   any    money-be-Dec -C    good  Dec
             'Whatever money  is OK.'
 (61) [[donna  okane    -de  ]    -mo ]  kekko    -desu      (Japanese)
           what-indef  money -be     -C    good      -Dec
              'Whatever money is OK.'
(62) 	Prenez [quelque carte que ce soit], ce sera un neuf de pique
        'Pick any card (a card, whatever it might be), and it will be a nine of spades.' (Quebec  French)

These and many other languages show the concessive clausal form of FC items. However, some other languages such as Chinese show the form of [wh-indefinite + Common Noun] + Concessive marker (with a special emphatic rising tone in Chinese)  without a trace of clause, as follows:
 
     (63)    shei             -ye                     hao (Chinese)
               who-indef     C (rise-tone)     good    
             ‘Whoever it may be/anyone is OK.’
     (64)   Whosoever believes in him shall not perish.

This kind of wh-indefinite-based FC items, even if they have lost their clausal forms, have the sense of betting or challenge by means of concession. In a game-theoretic manner, they have the interpretation of 'whatever you may choose, I concede that way, ---you can check even the last member of the relevant set, the proposition will be true of it, thus I still win.' In (64),  the form leads a subject free relative clause, -so- is emphatic and -ever is concessive (inherently being connected with may in its interpretation). The predicate is modal and I view the wh-indefinite whosoever as a FC item. FC items eventually get the universal quantificational force (though different from the universal quantificational determiner such as every or all) just because they are evaluated with respect to all the possible situations or worlds provided by the modal (or intensional—in the case of generic) context, even though they start as indefinite existentials. Such volitional predicates as want to in English and -ko sip-ta in Korean license FC items as well as imperative sentences such as (59) and (62) are also FC licensors. Generic statements that show characterizing/intensional predicates that are atemporal such as (65) and (66) also license FC items, as follows:

     (65) Any birds fly
     (66) etten       sae   -i    -ra    -to            na-n-ta (Korean)
        wh-indef bird -be -Dec -Concess  fly-Pres-Dec 

Concession of giving options can also be made by disjunctive expressions in many languages and Korean employs such expressions for FC items in addition to the concessive marker -to 'even'. For instance:

      (67) nuku          -tunci      chenkuk   -e    ka  -l su iss -ta
         who-indef  -Disj        heaven   -to   go   can       -Dec
         '(Anyone) whosoever can go to heaven.'   

     Then, what about negative polarity items? They also come basically from wh-indefinites + Concessive. In Korean and Japanese, the clausal form simply disappears to form NPIs. Canadian French uses the same wh-indefinite concessive construction for both FC and negative polarity, as already indicated, and the same concessive clausal construction is used mainly as NPIs in French (although it is still used for many as FC in the non-subject adjunct position).  Observe data in Korean, Japanese and Chinese:

      (68) nuku -to     ip    -ul           yel  -ci    anh   -ass   -ta (Korean)
          who-indef-C mouth-Acc   open        not  -Past  -Dec
        ‘Nobody opened his/her mouth.?
   (69)  dare           -mo            ko      -nakatta          (Japanese)
            who-indef   Concess    came   not 
               ‘Nobody came.’
      (70) shei            -ye           mei   you lai        (Chinese)
          who-indef   Concess   not      come 
          'Nobody came.'

      Those forms which retain the same concessive markers -to, -mo, etc. attached to wh-indefinites (also amu ‘any’ in Korean) in various languages typically came to be restricted to negation and some weakly negative or affective contexts. NPIs are employed for either the universal negation (strong) or existential (weak) interpretation. Whatever you may choose from among possible alternatives in the contextually relevant set in the domain of discourse (concession—betting),  it is not the case that p (strong), and whatever that may be, at least one or the other, may be, or, is the case (existential). The existential interpretation is an instance of begging type of concession, and strong NPIs, exemplified in (68)-(70), and FC items, as in (62)-(67), are a kind of betting/challenge via a concession mechanism. NPIs such as nuku-to in Korean  and dare-mo in Japanese (strong form) are licensed only by overt negation, the 'before' clause, negative predicates, and comparatives. 

      The wh-indefinites that occur in concessive constructions originate from their corresponding wh-words but are not interrogative; wh-words are licensed only by some (embedded) question morpheme such as -nun-ka/-ni, -nun-ci (in Korean) or -ka (in Japanese). A wh-question is a set of alternative answers as (true) propositions (Hamblin 1973) and an indefinite from it can stand for any (arbitrary) member of the same set.  A question demands a determinate answer from the set, whereas a concessive leaves its choice widely open from the minimal (existential) up to exhaustion (or universal). When exhausted, the choice usually gets the universal interpretation, and almost grammaticalized as a universal quantifier, as witnessed in Japanese (Dare-mo-ga ---), or more or less  in Korean (nuku-na ‘who-indef + Disj’), lying almost beyond FC and NPIs. But because of their origin they prefer modal contexts as FC items, and even if they occur in  episodic contexts, they need hidden modality or intentionality, as discussed. Free choice items such as nuku-ra-to 'whoever' and dare-de-mo 'whoever' (weak form) have similar universal force but are restricted only to modal/generic contexts. In Korean and other languages, words corresponding to why do not have their wh-form indefinites or strong/weak NPIs based on them (*wae-to, *wae-ra-to, *whyever), even though a word corresponding to how in Korean can form at least the weak polarity form  ettehke-ra-to ‘however(lit.),’ while its strong form ettehke-to is marginal and its  amu counterpart amu-reh-ke-to is all right, derived from its adjective amu-reh-, which can independently form another NPI amu-reh-ci-to, as in (71): 

      (71)  na  -nun    amu-reh         -ci        -to            anh -a
                I   -Top   any -property  -Conn   -Concess   not -Dec
                ‘I am all right; I am not in any (adversative) state.’

The utterance (71) is impossible without a prior utterance or nonverbal concern in discourse regarding the speaker’s physical or mental/emotional state. This example clearly shows the interactive, responding, or challenging nature of  amu.  

      The concessive construction in Korean (56a) and its counterpart in Japanese (56b) above demonstrate that wh-indefinites, even (nominative or whatever) case-marked, are not wh- question words in meaning; they are indefinites and, if emphatically stressed, get universal force via computation of maximization concession associated with the ‘betting’ stress and -to/-mo in modal contexts. An  existential reading of the same wh-form indefinites, devoid of stress, is possible, and both existential and universal can occur in the same -to clause, in which case scope interaction occurs. The strong and weak polarity forms *nuku-to/*amu-to and ???nuku-ra-to/??amu-ra-to cannot be licensed in the concessive clause; concessives conflict with each other. If the modal sentence (56a) is embedded in a question, the same wh-form can be interpreted as a wh-question word because of the Q-operator, and it becomes three ways ambiguous: Q-word, universal and existential. However, a Q-word is stressed and a wh-question has a falling intonation, whereas the other two readings are yes/no questions and have a  rising intonation. The Korean word amu in (56a) is not a wh-word but a purely indefinite pronoun under-specified but can occur in concessive, FC and negative polarity contexts just like any in English. Analogously the wh-indefinites nuku in Korean and dare in Japanese in the same contexts cannot be wh-interrogative words. This distinction between wh-words and wh-form indefinites seems not clear in Kuroda (1965) and Hoji (1985) for Japanese, though the relatedness is well captured. The wh-indefinites, nu(ku) and dare, prosodically stressed, in combination with the non-continuous concessive subordinator -to or -mo, get a concessive arbitrary choice interpretation. Therefore, if such indefinites are embedded in a relative clause in the concessive, then the relative head noun cannot be specific/definite, and multiple occurrence is unselectively bound (Nishigauchi 1990). Their universal quantificational force is usually represented by , but it is different from the force of every in the sense that the wh-indefinites and amu or any(one) in a concessive construction and further as FC items can have their (singular) pronominal anaphors across clauses (like donkey Ss) or across sentences. 

       There is no scope ambiguity between a subject NPI and negation in Korean and Japanese. Consider (72)-(73) for Japanese first.  
 
(72) Dono    gakusei-mo    ko-nakkata (1st syllable unstressed)
        which(Indef)  student-even  not-came
       (Lit.) ‘Whichever/Any student didn’t come.’ (No student
        came.)
(73) Dono    gakusei-mo    ki-ta/dekiru. (1st syllable stressed) 
         which(Indef)  student even  came can do 
        ‘Whichever student came/can do it.’ (N. Hasegawa 199?)
        
In (72), the unstressed wh-form indefinite dono plus mo makes the subject an NPI and it is an existential under the scope of the following negation -nakkata. The Korean counterpart enu haksaeng-to behaves likewise as an NPI. The Japanese wh-form indefinite plus mo with a stress on the first syllable of the wh-form can be used for a universally interpreted sentence like (73).  However, the same NPI form in Korean cannot be used for the past and modal sentence (73) just with variation in stress. Even the weaker polarity sensitive form (enu haksaeng-i-rato) in Korean cannot be used for the past tense, even though it can be used for the modal context. Rather, the universal-like form in Korean [wh-form indef + N + na (Disj)] can be used in the context of (73).

       Kawashima (1994) observed that the NPI form with no stress  dare-mo in Japanese,  just as any in English, has narrow scope as an existential in the negative imperative, as in (74) and in its Korean counterpart (75):

(74)  dare         -mo           iku-na    
         who-indef Concess   go not
 ‘Don’t anyone go.’
(75)  amu / nuku       -to           ka  -ci  ma
         any   who-indef Concess  go        not-Imp
 ‘Don’t anyone go.’
(76)  minna     iku -na
         all          go  not
         ‘All of you, don’t go.’
   
Therefore, these sentences show universal negation. This scope fact contrasts with the behavior of real universal quantifier expressions such as every, motu/ta ‘all’ in Korean, which are narrow in scope as a universal (Don’t everyone go!) or at most ambiguous in scope with difference in prosody (when a universal becomes a Topic, which scopes over illocutionary acts) (ta ka -ci ma! ‘All go not/Imp’), revealing partial negation interpretation (cf. Lee 19  , for the claim for ambiguity of Dec S ta an ka -ss-e ‘All didn’t go,’ on which I agree).  As in (76),  minna ‘all’ in Japanese (preferably designating a group), scopes over negation for a universal negation interpretation. Part of the reason is that the negative element is merged to the verbal part in Japanese, not forming an independent word, which is essential for negation wide scope. 

       If amu-na takes the subject position of the same negative imperative sentence, its interpretation becomes clear but the behavior of nuku-na appears a bit puzzling. Consider:

(77)  a.   amu    -na     ka  ci  -ma 
              anyone Disj  go        not/Imp
            ‘Don’t just anyone go.’
         b.   ?nuku -na ka  -ci (-nun)  -ma
                whoever go           CT     not/Imp
       (Lit.) ‘Don’t whoever go.’       

From among the disjunctively possible alternatives of the restricted domain choice set, the process of choice can be so arbitrary that contextually less or the least relevant alternatives may be final turnouts.  In consequence, some pejorative sense of being indiscriminate is unavoidable for amu-na. For (77a), negation has wide scope over amu-na, producing partial negation. However, this kind of quantification scope alone cannot capture the reality of the semantic properties of these polarity-related items. These typically occur in affirmative modal contexts, showing the property of positive polarity items (particularly nuku-na). Therefore, negation wide scope for these are natural.  We must note, however, that negation applies crucially to the process of choice, ‘being indiscriminate,’ in the case of (77a). Compared with this, nuku-na in (77b) involves consideration of each individual and little sense of being indiscriminate. However, we cannot deny the universal force of both items amu-na  and nuku-na in (77) in their scope interaction. The item amu-na is similar to just any(one). The items amu-na  and nuku-na, but not amu-to, are followed by kwankye-epsi ‘with no regard to,’ ‘no matter’ in meaning, showing their basic nature of free choice. For (77a), the implication is that ‘going’ must be limited to some carefully chosen contextually relevant or appropriate alternatives out of the set of alternatives, which is ‘you.’  Its illocutionary force, then, is advice, rather than order. In (77b),  the expression before the final negative imperative morpheme, nukun-na ka-ci-nun, is a Contrastive Topic, which is related to concession (Lee 1999). 
  
       Because of our NPIs and FC items based on wh-form indefinites and the amu and any series that are similar to these, we get interested in the positions and scopes of different realizations of these wh-forms, i.e. wh-words, wh-polarity items, and wh-indefinites. First, between wh-words, wh-polarity items, wh-words, with no regard to their cases, must precede wh-polarity items in Korean. This is true of affirmative interrogative sentences (78) and negative interrogative sentences (79). Observe:
     
(78)  a. nu(ku)    -ka/-rul      nuku/amu     -na      coh  -a ha -ni?
   who(m) Nom Acc     who(Indef)   Disj    like            Q
   (Lit.) ‘Who likes whomever?’ or ‘Whom does whoever 
   like?’
        b. ?*nuku/amu -na  nu(ku)  -ka/-rul       coh  -a ha -ni?
       who(m)ever                  Nom Acc    like           Q
      (Lit.) ‘Who likes whomever?’ or ‘Whom does
      whoever like?’
(79) a. nu(ku)  -ka/-rul  nuku/amu -to coh  -a ha -ci anh -ni?
    who(m)-Nom-Acc who(Indef) -C like           not   Q
    (Lit.)‘Who doesn’t like whomever? or ‘Whom doesn’t
    whoever like?’
        b.  ?*nuku-na     nu(ku)       -ka/-rul       coh  -a ha -ni?
        whoever    who(Indef) Nom Acc    like           Q
       (Lit.) ‘Who doesn’t like whomever?’ or ‘Whom
       doesn’t whoever like?’
(80) 	nu(ku)  -ka/-rul       nuku/amu   -to  nuku -hanthe (-to)
        who(m)-Nom/-Acc  who(Indef)-C  someone to    -C 
        mot  math -ki     -ni?
        not  leave           Q
        (Lit.) ‘Who can’t leave whomever to anyone’s care?’ or      ‘Whom doesn’t whoever leave to anyone’s care?’

In (80), the order is: wh-words > wh-/amu polarity items > wh-indefinites. Under the scope of negation, the existential wh-indefinite nuku-hanthe can optionally take the concession marker -to, to become an emphatic maximizing NPI, forming a multiple NPI construction, without, however, changing the truth-condition of the sentence. To make a multiple wh-word construction, the second wh-word, say, nuku -hanthe in (80), must precede the NPI nuku/amu -to, so that all the wh-words can precede NPIs.    
      
       The same weak form is used for existentials, licensed by affective contexts from monotone-decreasing to non-veridical such as conditionals, generic-modifiers, and questions and emotive factives. The type of begging concession brings about existentials. Consider:

       (81) ne     indo  -uy     amu   /enu              tosi   i-ra-to        ka  
        you   India  -of     any    which-indef  city   -C              go
        po-n   il     -i       iss-ni?
        see     case  Nom be  Q
      ‘Have you been to any city (whichever it may be) in India?’     

A question inherently has the sense of uncertainty with respect to the speaker’s information status regarding possible true answers and can license weak existential negative polarity items in such languages as English and, in a limited way, in Korean. The question operator or question performative like ‘I ASK you WHETHER---’ is a nonveridical  operator that licenses weak NPIs in its argument (complement) clause.  A question itself may be neither true nor false and is non-veridical in the sense that it does not entail its corresponding proposition, as follows:

 (82) Q (p) --/--> p

The possible true answer for a yes/no question can be  p or  ~ p, and which of the two is not certain.  Therefore, a question can license weak existential polarity items, though its negative force is rather weak and some languages do not allow NPIs in questions. In face of the problems recently raised by Krifka (1999), I claim that illocutionary veridicality must be enforced to be able to explain away the unhappy situations of disjunctive questions and imperatives. For all illocutionary acts, only conjunctions but not disjunctions are acceptable, because they are positive as acts (Lee 1973 & 1988). For disjunctions, both disjunct positions are nonveridical and, therefore, unhappy examples are naturally excluded. For negation, no negated illocutionary acts (?) can be illocutionary acts, becoming negative assertions. As a way of enforcing illocutionary veridicality, the following abstract performatives can be proposed for questions and orders. Consider:
       
(83) 	I DO (ASK you Wh- ---)
(84) 	I DO (ORDER you (YOU DO ---)

The highest [I DO] applies to all illocutionary acts, and it is constrained by illocutionary nonveridicality. The nature of the complement propositions are, then, determined by the respective illocutionary act verbs such as ASK and ORDER. The constraint should be a cross-sentential discourse constraint, but the individuals involved can be represented by a quantifier in one sentence.  
               
       On the other hand, declarative sentences in the past tense or progressive aspect normally constitute factual statements and they apparently do not have any nonveridical operator. I  assume that: A factual statement p has a null operator or assertive performative predicate, as in (85):
  
    (85)   pp  or 
           [I DO (SAY to you [p]])p]     i.e.,     (veridical)

The reason why separated assertions allow all possible Boolean operations is that they usually do not apply to the act predicate DO. 
 
       Then, strong NPIs have the wh-Indefinite(/amu in Korean) + -to/-mo form (as in nuku-to an o-ass-ta or dare-mo ko-na-katta ‘Nobody came’ in (69)). Note that a concessive clause qui que ce soit has frozen to an NPI in French, and the same form to an FC and an NPI in Canadian French. In Portuguese [qualquer libro] is both  NPI and FC (Peres, 1998). The strong type of NPIs is possible through a betting type of concession ‘Whatever you choose, it is not the case that P’ (universal negation). As in Greek (Giannakidou 1999), the noncommitative ‘before’ clause, i.e., -ki cen-ey in Korean and mae-ni in Japanese, also licenses strong NPIs. But only oblique case strong NPIs are licensed, as follows:

       (86) Mary –nun  [amu     -to/nuku-to/han saram-to     o      -ki 
                          Top  anyone  C wh-C       one person C   come 
               cen –e]     ttena –ass –ta
               before-at  leave -Past-Dec
               ‘Mary left before anyone/whoever/even one person came.’
(87) 	*Dare-mo kuru   mae-ni ---
   whoever come before
‘Before anyone came’    (Japanese) 
(88) 	?*Dare-mo naguru mae-ni ---
            whoever hit        before 
           ‘Before (he) hit anyone ---’    (Japanese) 
(89) 	dare-kara-mo tegami-ga    kuru  mae-ni --- 
who-from-ever letter-Nom             
        ‘Before a letter comes from anyone ---’ (Japanese) 
       (90) O Pavlos pethane prin na di  KANENA apo ta egonia           tu 
                the            died      before subj see any              from the gran’children his  
                ‘Paul died before he saw any of his grandchildren.’  (Greek)

A relative clause modifying a universal/generic head NP, a mathematically strong anti-additive function, licenses  weak form NPIs, revealing a mismatch between algebraic function types and NPI types in natural languages. Rather, strong NPIs and weak FC items constitute a betting type of concession and weak existential NPIs constitute the concession type of begging for face-saving. 
    
       The majority 57 out of 100 languages investigated by Haspelmath (1993) base their NPIs on indefinites from wh-words. Basque, Chinese, Japanese and Zapotec are such examples. The concept of concession is marked by a concessive morpheme like even, as in  Korean (-to),  Japanese (-mo), and Chinese (-ye), by an additive morpheme that means also but can be extended to  even, or by a disjunctive morpheme added to the wh-form indefinite.  English also has some FC expressions based on wh-, as shown in the translations of (60) through (63) above and in (91) below: 
      
       (91)  a. I can do whatever.   Cf. ?*I ate whatever.
                b.  [Whoever that may be] can do it.

Furthermore,  any can co-occur with whatsoever as both FC items and NPIs for the effect of reinforcing the assertion of arbitrary choice, e.g. He didn’t have any idea whatsoever; Anybody  whatsoever can come to the meeting. It is because any is based more on arbitrary choice in property, quality and kind, than on quantificational scale. That is also why whatsoever does not co-occur with quantificational scalar NPIs such as even a or even one.  Although ‘a single pen whatsoever’ is exceptionally possible (Lee & Horn 1994), even cannot precede it, posing a puzzle.  Here, -ever already is concessive and occurrence of even becomes redundant. In the expression of  ‘a single pen whatsoever,’ the word single is emphatic just as whatsoever and presumably universal negation applies to both the quantity and the property/kind of ‘pen.’ In even a or even one, the notion of number is explicitly indicated and less frozen than single.  All the wh-form-based  NPIs plus any and amu express the concession meaning something like whatever or how arbitrarily you may choose.  In Japanese,  the weak FC form ‘wh-form Indef + de + mo’ (e.g. nan-de-mo ‘whatever’) can be used in such contexts as questions, conditionals, dake ‘only’ contexts, as well as  emotive and cognitive factives and even episodic or veridical contexts in the universal force interpretation (Yoshimoto 1995). Consider the following past tense sentence:
      
(92)  Ken-wa     daigaku-de   nan           -de-mo benkyoo-si-ta
                -Top  college  -at   what-indef be -C   studied
      ‘Ken studied whatever in college.’

In (92), nan-de-mo is used as if it were a concessive clause, no matter what (whatever he desired). Its origin is a concessive clause, indeed,  as I claim.  Then, its occurrence with an episodic sentence is natural. In Korean, on the other hand, in such contexts as questions, conditionals, ‘only’/‘at most’/generic modifier contexts, as well as emotive factives, the corresponding weak form ‘wh-form/amu N + i‘be’ + ra Dec + to C’ is used in the existential interpretation. The form can be used in modal/generic contexts in the universal force with a stress. But this form can hardly occur in episodic contexts in Korean, except in cases where events that are occurring or occurred can be generically interpreted.  Consider:  
                                                            
(93) 	a.  mues/amu  kes -i  ra -to  mek -nun hwanca -nun  swip-ke
             what-indef/any thing-C   eat -Pres patient -Top  easily
             hoepok -toe-n   -ta
           recover-get-Pres-Dec             
                 ‘Patients who eat whatever/anything easily recover.’
              b.   ?*ce hwanca -ka mues/amu  kes -i  ra -to  me-ko iss -
                   that patient-Nom what-indef/any thing-C eat-Prog    
           /mek-ess  -ta
            eat-Past-Dec        
                   (Lit.)‘That patient is eating/ate whatever/anything.’
                
If the verb is replaced by tteretturi-ta ‘drop,’a nonintentional verb, in (93b), the sentence becomes totally out. 

       In this connection, consider the following examples discussed by Dayal (1999) and examined by Lahiri (1998):
    
(94) 	a. Any girl who is in Mary’s semantics seminar is writing a
            paper on polarity items.
b. At the end of his speech, the President thanked any soldier
    who had fought in the gulf war.

Even though formalisms so far developed cannot handle all the situations, one approximation can be the following tripartite structure:
 
(95) 	Gnx [wh-Indef (x) ^ girl (x) ^ is-in-Mary’s-semantics-
             seminar (x)] [x is-writing-a-paper-on-polarity-items]
               Operator: generic operator (Gn); Restrictor: Topic
                   (inherent conditional);  Nuclear Scope: is writing
                   a paper on polarity items

When we see (95), how to check the truth conditions empirically is not so clear and to that extent the veridicality of  (94a) is not so transparent. If we change the Gn operator to , the situation becomes actual (conjunctive and veridical)and the truth of the expression can be easily checked in such a limited domain. But then the real sense of any is lost. The restrictor can be  a conditional, a Topic, a relative clause, a free relative, a corelative (in Hindi and Chinese), etc. A similar description is possible for (94b): the relative clause headed by ‘any soldier’ is a (Contrastive) Topic and it will get wide scope, as follows:

(96) 	Gnx [wh-Indef (x) ^ soldier (x) ^ fought-in-the-gulf-war (x)]
                [the-President-thanked x]         

The concessive part is an admitted or conditionally assumed part and can take wide scope easily, becoming topical. ‘Soldiers’ and ‘those who had fought in the gulf war’ are intersective and the relative clause is also polarity-licensing.   

      Along with the wh-indefinite + Concessive series of FC items and NPIs, another productive source of strong and weak NPIs is: Minimum Quantity + Concessive. Here, the minimum quantity is frequently represented by the smallest natural number 'one' in all the languages, as shown in (81) and its translation into English.   Observe:     
     
       (97)  han   saram -to     eps         -ta    
                one   person-even  not exist Dec  
                ‘Not even one (single) person is  here.’ (* without ‘not’)                          
(98)   a. ek (‘one’) bhii ---‘even one’  NPI (Hindi)
          b. koii bhii ‘any(one) even’ ---NPI different from (a) 
(99) 	 a. Ain’t a single teacher spoken to me all day. (West Texas
            English=WTE)
                b. Ain’t even a few of the students done their homework.
    (WTE, J. Foreman)
 c. He didn’t visit even a few students. (* affirmatively,
     without n’t)

This type of quantitative NPIs are based on the scalar model triggered by the lowest numeral or quantity expression and the concessive marker. If the lowest numeral ‘one’ of something is negated, then any arbitrarily higher number of it on the scale is implied also to be negated and naturally universally negated. In Korean han pen -to ‘even one time’ is also a strong NPI, requiring overt negation, and the English ‘ever’ can also be decomposed into ‘even one time’ (as in ‘I  haven’t seen him ever since,’ ‘Have you ever been to China?,’ as suggested by Heim (1984). Consider: 

(100)  a. ever  =  at least  once (Heim 1984) [begging] <weak>   
              even once in polarity-sensitive contexts [begging]
                          <weak>  
              Cf. never, jamais, on earth  [betting] 
           b. han  pen -i -ra  -to = even once  [begging] <strong>                 
                      one   time(event iteration Cl)-be-Dec-C
               Cf. han  pen   -to   [betting] Strong
 
Other adverbial NPIs can be viewed similarly as ‘Minimum/Norm + Concessive.’ This quantificational type is different from the wh-indefinite/ ‘any’-based  type, as in (30b), which can be qualitative and/or quantitative. This contradicts Lahiri’s (1998) position of unifying the two as purely quantificational. The English indefinites some and any are equivalent to what-indef and amounts to ‘what-indef  property/kind/nature of,’ a matter of choosing a member of certain nature from the set denoted by the given common noun domain. Applying this analysis to our matter of concern, we can say that  any in English already contains the concept of concession, which can be expressed by ‘even,’ or ‘-ever’ (cf. Lee and Horn). Note that whenever even is predictable from the context, it deletes, as witnessed in even + the superlative in modal contexts, (even) a single, and so on. This also happens in Korean and other languages, revealing the frozen nature of polarity items. 

 Tentatively, I can  conclude that emotive factive  predicates and
universal-like free choice items provide REFERENTIALLY OPAQUE (NONVERIDICAL) contexts. These contexts are  based on desiderative intensionality in the case of emotive predicates and genericity/topicality involved in the case of universal-like free choice, not affecting the entire/global propositional veridicality. Because of the local opaqueness, however, the truth-conditions for the entire sentence become opaque to that extent.   

In conclusion, the phenomenon of negative polarity and free 
choice is one and the same phenomenon based on the wh-indefinites plus Concessive indicator. The semantically under-specified wh-indefinites get  different interpretations depending on different linguistic contexts, either the interpretation of wh-interrogative words under the question morpheme or question performative scope or the interpretation of wh-indefinite pronominals in existential contexts. What we have so far pursued is how this series of under-specified wh-indefinites can get the interpretations of free choice items and negative polarity items with the aid of concession markers such as even, -to (Korean),  -mo (Japanese),   -ye (Chinese),  ch (Mongolian), and  ook (Dutch).  We have noticed that free choice originates from the concessive construction and that some languages retain the same form even for negative polarity. The order of grammaticalization is: Concessive Construction--->Free Choice Item ---> Negative Polarity Item. The forms tend to get shorter in the process. The stronger type occurs with overt negation and the 'before' clause in Korean and (though defectively) in Japanese. In Korean weaker existential NPIs are quite possible as in English. The weakest type of NPIs are emotive factive  predicates, which are apparently veridical. This and quasi-universal free choice necessitate modification of Zwarts’ definition of non-veridicality. The mathematical function types and natural language polarity types do not match exactly. Therefore, we propose that we classify polarity items according to the types of concession, as follows:        

(101) Strong NPIs  -- betting: licenced by overt negation,        ‘before’ clause,  negative
                                               predicates,       etc.
            Weak NPIs   -- Existential  -begging        
                                     Free Choice -betting 
            ----------------------------------------------------
                  Concession: Betting  (challenge) -Strong NPIs & Weak-FC  
                                         Begging (face-saving) -Weak NPIs-Existential

Thus, the categories of strong NPIs and FC items belong to the concession type of ‘betting’ and the category of weak existential polarity items belong to the concession type of ‘begging.’ In the request or question speech acts, by using negatively-oriented existential polarity form, even if the addressee’s response is rather negative, the initial speaker loses less face. Arbitrary choice via indefiniteness is secured by Concession. Concession is expressed by  scalar concessive markers such as ‘even’ and disjunctive markers  (giving options). Concession is  hypothetical (conditional behind, as in even if) and is in itself non-veridical/uncertain.
  
       Polarity thus viewed as a concession-making interactional emotive act, we can explain why such polarity items of the  phenomenon occur along with more logically well-behaved corresponding forms of expression. Cross-linguistic, intra-linguistic lexical variations in NPIs and nonveridical items (‘NVIs’) widely co-exist. Formal languages do not accommodate emotive uses and naturally lack NPIs.      
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